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About This Game

The world has been overrun by Orcs, the few humans who survived the great Orc uprising have fled their homes. Towns and
castles have been left abandoned, the world is at the mercy of the ferocious invading armies. Stubborn and determined you

refused to run or die, hiding in the thick forest near your home plotting your revenge has led to the creation of a weapon to rival
any sword, counter any magic and pierce damn near anything with lethal force. It is now up to you alone, armed with your

revolutionary new weapon, to enact revenge against the hordes and cleanse your lands of their stench.

The Crossbow! – Drum fed with an infinite supply of bolts this is the only weapon any Orc Slayer really needs! Combine that
with the powerful, magical special bolts dotted around the world and you’ve got a weapon fit to take on any army of unruly
Orcs! Earn experience from your slaying and use it to upgrade your crossbow and special bolts for maximum Orc Slaying!

The Orcs! – Near brainless, angry and motivated by only one thing; killing anything that isn’t an Orc. Several different types of
Orc and their minions make up the invasion force, each requiring a different approach to deal with, each with their own unique

menace. Hit them with everything you’ve got!

The World! – Travel across the land through towns, valleys, castles and swamps! Leaving no stone unturned in your pursuit of
total Orc annihilation. Careful though, they are easier out in the open in broad daylight than they are in the dark, damp corridors

of a castle. Or thick foliage of a swamp.
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Love relics games and DoW2 is no exception, but this is not worth \u00a37 by far im afraid.. I don't recommend buying this
game. The story is too shory and uneventful. The mini-game is not very smooth and it doesn't really add anything to the story
like it may TRY to do. You're better off downloading one of the free dating sims, at least they have a longer story (most of the
time) and, usually, better than this. Just sayin'.. To be honest, I purchased this game a while ago and got a refund. I decided to
check it out again since the developer obviously cares about this game and releases regular updates. I ended up playing 1.5 hrs
non-stop and only quit because my batteries in my Vive controllers were about to die. I'm an avid shooter and the safety rules
and scenarios are spot on, this is a fantastic game if you just want to have fun but also a great training tool. I'm very impressed
and highly recommend it.. For existing players:

Yes, it is rage inducing. Yes, that sword did hit you. "How?" very easily, you didn't block it. Player with maul wondering how
they lost to a player with a training sword? All weapons are different. Each with their own speeds. Yes, some weapons hit harder
than others. Some are longer than others and yes that guy on your team blind firing the catapult DOES deserve to die, no one
will blame you if that player was to disappear.

You must accept that 80% of the time, you are the one who messed up. There is that 20% due to internet connectivity and
sometimes lack of hit registration (Seen players complain but never happened to me).

If you ever struggle when playing, try out third person. You might find yourself surviving 3 vs 1 encounters. Also, try to create
custom classes and look at the weapon stats. Also, there is an offline mode you can use to practise against AI.

For potential buyers:

If you anger easily or prone to rage quit, then this game isn't for you.

It is rage inducing and you will question half the hits you take\/inflict. But in a 32 vs 32 match it is very chaotic. Allies and
enemies charging into one another and then immediately stopping because they really want to protect their Kill Death ratio. That
lute player somehow playing Metallica... There is a lot to take in. A load of unique classes as well as a class creation system. You
want to have 3 lutes on your person at all time? Go for it.

Gameplay:

The weapon combat is great using your mouse and avatar to make swings hit faster or slower. The various strengths of each
weapons. For example, spears are better at stabbing than for swinging. Weapons will collide with surfaces which will stop their
momentum. Parry\u2019s and feints are available allowing you to psyche out your opponent. Armour affects your movement
and overall damage you can take. Armour is located on three areas: Head, Torso and Legs. There is chambering which I do not
fully understand and most of the time I\u2019m to mystified by it to realise I should strike back.
You can create your own class which is a ton of fun. The system works by having a limited amount of points and every item
costing points dependant on strength of item. There is medical equipment you can carry that helps survivability of you or your
team. There\u2019s an engineer class that lets you build fortification (Only in specific areas) and ballistae. Engineer tools are
available for create your own class. You also have access to perks when creating classes. Bows I do not personally use. Prefer to
swing a sword in a hazardous environment than shoot from a safe distance. There\u2019s probably a lot of information
I\u2019ve missed, feel free to fact check me.
Extra (Just things):

There are 3 stages you will go through when fighting larger skirmishes with your allies in MORDHAU.

Stage 1: "I'll just use stabs and therefore, won't hurt my allies!"

Stage 2: "Whoops sorry! Didn't mean to hit you there!"

Stage 3: "Why are you standing within axe-swinging distance?!?! Do you have a death wish?!?"
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If you see a lute player on the opposite team. Let them pass, they\u2019re likely late for their gathering and deserve the right of
way.

Now the player base is divided personality wise. You have the tryhards which every game must be a win otherwise the game
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The casual players who will emote and are more likely to be friendly. You will have
the new players who can often be found wondering to parts unknown and endangering the wild life (Other players with their
dam catapults). You also get the team killing for horses or siege equipment. I like horse as much as anyone, but I\u2019ll
dismount for class with a longer weapon than mine and of course if they\u2026 ASK! Yea, no one ask for anything and just
expects you to know better? Players complain when they\u2019re killed by anything. I had a guy complain after I killed him
with his own throwing axe. Not all players are like this, but you only notice the annoying ones who team kill, disrupt funny
moments, etc\u2026

Appreciate you reading this.. garbage like others 18 wheels games no gps
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The best part is when you blow up the buildings. Good trivia game. Good, challenging questions. Thumbs up.. A fun and
inexpensive little game. If you're bored, this is a great time waster.. Controls make the game very difficult to play. Allow me to
change the keys and I will give the game another try. Would not recommend.. I purchased this game very soon after its release.
It looked from the videos and screenshots like a fun action shooter game. I unfortunatley turned out to be wrong. After booting
up the game, I played a quick tutuorial mission, in which I discovered the fidley controls, vague objectives, and confusing
camera angles.

Moving around feels floaty, and it is near impossible to have any sort of percession while moving. You can either sit still and
take massive amounts of damage while you fire, or spray and pray, missing every shot. The menu is also very fidley and
sensetive. Trying to select a new minion to purchase requires you to move your mouse very slowly, and you often fly past the
option you want to it just doesn't select when you do eventually reach it.

In the tutorial, I was shown several ships to defeat. I defeated them all (with some effort) and was taken into the first mission. I
was then given nearly no direction whatsoever. I floated off into the endless world with no idea where I was going. An "endless"
world may sound exciting, but it is just a black background with a few stars permanently sitting in the distance. I eventually
doubled back and spoted a hard to see asteroid belt that I needed to follow. This style covers half of the game, and could
possibly be a fun challenge, if the other half wasn't just going to white dots on your map, getting some text, and going to a new
white dot. Both types of gameplay are extremely tedious, and the battles take up very little of the actual gameplay.

This game looked very promising. But after playing it for a short while I realized it needed a lot of work to become what I
would consider a good game. The many glitches (a few of which are gamebreaking), unpolished controls and menus, and the
overall fidley gameplay make this game one I would certainly not recommend.. Great game, alot of fun, great controls, great
camera. I only have two complaints. First, there is only one course, and secondly the camera likes to clip through the floor now
and then.. It's all fun and games until the seizures start. This game is basic, bright and hard. It's free, try it!
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